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Abstract
Business Process Management is a powerful approach for organizations to improve performance
and to improve customer satisfaction. In spite of the wide acceptance of the benefits of processawareness, the improvement of Business Processes is still more art than science. Existing
guidelines for this topic remain vague and incomplete.
So far, academic research has mainly focused on the description of successful Business Process
Improvement implementations. Usually only the situations before and after implementation are
outlined, but not the actual act of improvement. In summary, high level descriptions of business
cases with limited potential for generalization form the existing body of knowledge around
Business Process Improvement.
The aim of this research is to investigate the causality behind Business Process Improvement. By
analyzing relevant literature and real-case Business Process Improvement projects, patterns can
be derived which explain the idea behind Business Process Improvement. The objective is to
formalize a framework of Business Process Improvement Patterns.

Introduction
In the book “Reengineering the Corporation: A Manifesto for Business Revolution.” Hammer and
Champy (1993) “devotes only 14 out of a total of over 250 pages to [the issue of improvement], of
which 11 pages are used for the description of a case” (Reijers & Mansar, 2004, p. 283).
Gerrits (1994) comments that in the literature on Business Process Improvement examples of
successful but not of unsuccessful Business Process Improvement implementations are given.
O’Neil and Sohal (1999) state that there is not only an immense need for research on lessons
learned from both successful and unsuccessful Business Process Improvement projects but also
a lack of identified factors critical to success. Gerrits (1994) states that the literature is restricted
to the descriptions of the situation before and the situation after the improvement implementation
without giving much information on the improvement phase itself.

Figure 1. The And Then a Miracle Occurs (ATAMO) effect.
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Others (Sharp & McDermott, 2001) agree that the way from the As-is to the To-be is not
explained at all. Sharp and McDermott (2001) conclude that “during the break [for improvement],
the famous ATAMO procedure is invoked,” which states that there is not much known at all about
what is really happening between the stage before and after the process is changed. (See Figure
1.)
As broad empirical research is missing on how Business Process Improvement is conducted, this
project contributes by summarizing relevant literature as well as by evaluating and conducting
case studies on Business Process Improvement initiatives.
The objective of this paper is to provide an operational guideline for Business Process analysts
with hard-fact recommendations that are on the one side precise enough to be directly applicable
but on the other side generic enough to fit in any business context. To achieve this, the idea of
patterns is transferred to the context of Business Process Improvement. First, recurring structures
in improvement initiatives are identified, and, second, they are categorized in a framework.
Most of the existing literature is like a cookbook on process enhancement. A lack of real
guidelines for Business Process Improvement with operationally applicable directions has been
identified. This paper contributes an operational approach on how Business Process
Improvement should be done in practice. Business Process Improvement Patterns are one of the
ways as they do not represent a step by step guide, but a toolkit is needed that helps to focus on
the proper, creative part of Business Process Improvement.
In this paper, Business Process Improvement is defined and patterns are introduced. Both are
brought in relation and explained. The framework is revealed in the following section, and
improvement measurements are introduced. Then, prior to the conclusion, a basic example of a
Business Process Improvement Pattern is presented.

Business Process Improvement and Pattern
In this section, the author will discuss definitions used for the development of the Business
Process Improvement Pattern Framework. First, the respective context within Business Process
Management is expounded, and, second, patterns are introduced and brought into the context of
Business Processes.
Literature mentions many different terms relating to the management and improvement of
Business Processes, including Business Process Redesign (Davenport & Short, 1990) (Carr,
1993), Business Process Reengineering (Hammer & Champy, 1993), Core Process Redesign
(Heygate, 1993) (Hagel,1993), Business Process Change (Harmon, 2003), and Business
Restructuring (Tanswell, 1993) (Talwar, 1993). They all address the same notion of enhancing
the work in organizations by means of Business Processes. However, the level of change, the
starting point, the frequency of change, the time and scope (Davenport, 1993, p. 13) differ in
these methodologies.
Lewin (1958) came up with a holistic framework for change. According to him, the initial step in
the change process is to unfreeze the existing situation. Only then is change possible. Finally, to
make the new behavior stick, the refreezing step is necessary. Although this model is apparent
simple, it is very elegant and a practical guide to make a shift in a complex environment happen.
For example, the model asks for the significant unfreezing event that has to occur in order to
prepare especially the soft factor for change (Levasseur, 2001). The three basic steps in a
change process are shown in Figure 2 (Lewin, 1958), but are enhanced with the Business
Process Change Cycle (in allusion to Rosemann (2001), depicted below.
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Figure 2. Change Process (Lewin, 1958) in a operational Business Process Improvement context

Term Definition
To define Business Process Improvement Patterns, it is necessary first to explore its several root
words. This paper focuses on recurring structures in the area of Business Process Improvement
application. To bring these improvement patterns into the context of Business Process
Management, the following figure (Figure 3) illustrates the center of attention. Consequently, the
following definitions are guides towards a common basis of understanding.

Figure 3. Focus of this paper

•

Definition of Business Process
A Business Process is the complete and dynamically coordinated set of collaborative and
transactional activities that deliver value to customers (Smith & Fingar, 2003, p. 47). “A
business process is…focused upon the production of particular products. These may be
physical products…or less tangible ones…like a service” (Aalst & Hee, 2002, p. 346).
In a general description, Davenport and Short (1993) have defined Business Process as
“a set of logically related tasks performed to achieve a defined business outcome.” A
3

process is considered as a structured, measured set of activities designed to produce a
specified output for a particular customer or market. Thus, it underlines a strong
emphasis on how work is done within the boarders of an organization. Later in his
research, Davenport (1998) sharpened his words and added that a Business Process is a
specific ordering of work activities across time and place, with a beginning, and an end,
and with clearly identified inputs and outputs – a structure for action. This definition will be
used in the context of this paper.
•

Definition of Business Process Improvement
Business Process Improvement is a systematic approach to help organizations to archive
significant changes in the way they do business. Rosemann (2001) describes Business
Process Improvement as the evaluation of alternative ideas and the movement of the
organization. Harrington (1998) states that Business Process Improvement is basically
the product of Business Process Reengineering, Redesign, and Benchmarking,
depending on the degree of change necessary.
The author would like to accept the definition of Davenport who describes Business
Process Improvement as an incremental bottom-up enhancement of existing processes
within functional borders. Davenport (1993, p.11) further states that the scope is –
compared to Business Process Reengineering – narrow and short-term. One single
process change activity with the intention to enhance the process is called process
modification step.

•

Definition of Pattern
Riehle and Zullighoven (1995) define pattern in a very broad way as the “abstraction from
a concrete form which keeps recurring in specific non-arbitrary contexts.” More explicitly,
the concrete form which recurs is that of a solution to a recurring problem. This should be
the general definition of pattern for this paper.
In nature, patterns can be found in quite a few occasions. A geometric shape that is selfsimilar and has fractional dimensions is based on patterns. Natural phenomena, such as
the formation of snowflakes, clouds, mountain ranges, and landscapes, involve patterns.
A pictorial representation is the mathematically generated Mandelbrot fractals. Fractals
are built up of recurring constructs. Each of the constructs themselves looks like the
whole fractal. An example is shown in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4. Mandelbrot fractal2 and snow flake3
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Source: Sourceforge, http://xaos.sourceforge.net/xaos-big.png (11 December 2005)
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Alexander et al. (1977, pp. 247) elaborate that “each pattern is a three-part rule, which
expresses a relation between a certain context, a problem, and a solution.” In short, he
states that a patterns is “at the same time a thing,,, a rule which tells us how to create
that thing,“ and even when to use it. Alexander et al. used the idea of patterns and
applied it in the field of architecture.
•

Definition of Business Process Improvement Pattern
With the following definition, the author brings the idea of pattern into the context of
Business Process Improvement.
A Business Process Improvement Pattern is an abstract form of a recurring instance of a
process modification step used in a Business Process Improvement activity.
Process modification steps are activities undertaken to amend the process, organization,
data or object, or, in general, all Business Process related issues.
The Reason for Patterns

Costa (2005, p. 25) reveals an interesting fact on the matchlessness of the human brain.
According to his research, the brain can generally be divided into rationality and creativity, and
has, hence, the “remarkable ability…to detect stable…and to detect novelty…features”. He
further summarizes that “goal-oriented behaviors emerge from the ability to predict, which, in turn,
depends on the robust detection of patterns.” Imagination gave humans the enormous advantage
of no-cost trial-and-error.
The improvement stage is, according to Rosemann (2001), the most creative phase of a
Business Process Management project. Creativity is distinctive for humans and cannot be
replaced by any system. Notwithstanding, the tangible part of creativity can be supported by
guidelines like the promoted Business Process Improvement Pattern Framework. It lists the
possible improvements, including their expected consequences. For that reason, it is a decent
medium of communication for exchanging knowledge. Research shows that the best way to
express creative thoughts is through visual imagery in art (Kosslyn, 1998), ergo in graphical
patterns that simplify complex circumstances.
The idea of trying to identify, analyze, design, and organize patterns by describing commonly
recurring constructs has been popular in the software community since the mid-1990s (Gamma,
Helm, Johnson, & Vlissides, 1995). Various kinds of patterns currently in application in the
context of Workflow4 were used as a reference to develop these patterns. Predicted in literature
(Harmon, 2003), the search for patterns is currently becoming popular in business literature.
The Form of Patterns
Although a pattern can generally be described in any form, the author would like to be in line with
a pattern description that is used and tested in other fields of application. There are two proven
concepts to describe patterns – the format used by the “Gang of Four” (Gamma et al., 1995) and
the problem-solution-context approach by Alexander et al. (1977). A synergy of both concepts is
used hereafter to describe the derived patterns.
Pattern descriptions in general should address the following elements:
3

Source: Astronomischer Arbeitskreis Salzkammergut,
http://www.astronomie.at/scripts/dbimg.asp?imgnr=3897 (15 December 2005), modified
4
Workflow Patterns, http://www.workflowpatterns.com (2 December 2005)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name: A meaningful and concise name should characterize each pattern.
Problem: The goal and the objectives describing the problem.
Pictorial representation: The pattern should be easy to explain through a simple
depiction.
Context: The context should be described with the precondition of the problem and the
solution. Also, it is important to mention when the pattern is applicable and when not.
Solution: An implementation guideline should be given, and, as well, To-dos and Not-todos should be listed.
Forces: concerns, motivations, and trade-offs that surround the pattern should be
mentioned.
Example, and/or known uses: Should help to understand the pattern and its application
by a simplified example and/or a real life situation.
Related patterns: Show the relation and the differentiation to other patterns.

Brought in a theoretical framework, these patterns systematically support Business Analysts with
recommendations to enhance processes. Over and above, possible outcomes are mentioned and
classified.

Business Process Improvement Patterns Framework
In this section, the way towards the set up of a framework showing recurring patterns in the
context of Business Process Improvement is elucidated. First, measurement indicators for
improvement are presented. Second, dimensions for the starting point of improvement are
explained, and, at last, an evident example for a general pattern is unveiled.
Business Process Improvement Patterns are an attempt to describe successful solutions to
model operational Business Process Improvement steps. Instead of working on the solution for a
single instance of a problem, Business Process Improvement analysts focus on the
documentation of key suggestions that are used in successful Business Process Improvement
projects, but far from all analysts thoroughly understand and consistently apply this knowledge in
their daily work. Patterns have the potential of assisting them to focus on creativity.
The Business Process Improvement Patterns lay claim to being a subliminal common practice.
Arthur Andersen LLP (1997)5 defines best practice as “a method which has been judged to be
superior to other methods.” Further, Andersen simplifies the real best practice as “the straightest
line between raw material, through Processing, to a finished product.” These patterns should help
to outline the holistic possibilities for improvement (Young, 1997, p. 52).
The framework is built up on dimensions on the vertical, and the Business Process Improvement
Pattern in horizontal. Patterns represent a distinctive atomic modification step in the Business
Process. This makes it possible to use each Pattern independent from another.
Performance Indicator Elucidation
For practitioners, it is well known that “if you can't measure it, you can't manage it” (Garvin, 1993).
The performance indicators used to evaluate the impact of Business Process Improvement
Patterns are based on the initial idea of Hayers and Wheelwright (1984). They suggested that
companies compete in the marketplace by virtue of one or more of the following competitive
priorities. Time, quality, and cost are, along with flexibility, the basic measurements for assessing
all business activities (Clark, Hayes, & Wheelwright, 1988).
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Although Arthur Anderson is referring to best practice, the two terms explain the same idea. The author
prefers the use of the term ”common practice” (more in Rosemann [2001]).
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Figure 5. The devil’s quadrangle6

Several academics and practitioners have taken these four indicators, modified or not, over the
past years. The author found that the original concept of competitive priorities fits to analyze the
impact of improvement patterns on Business Processes. To make companies aware of particular
problems in the process flow, time, quality, cost, and flexibility are in use as performance
indicators pictured in
Figure 5. pictures the devil’s quadrangle (Brand & Kolk, 1995). The quadrangle shows the impact
on the process performance in its particular aspect and are described hereafter.
Performance
Indicator

6
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Definition

Time

The original term lead-time used by Hayers and Wheelwright (1984) is
rephrased as time in this paper. It is seen as the total time an activity
requires to be executed, from the very beginning to the very end. Lead
time or cycle time consists of the service, queue, and wait time. The
service time is considered as the amount of time that is actually required
for executing the task. Queue time is defined as the time when nothing
happens to the case as there are no free resources to progress whereas
wait time is the time resources are free but have to stand still due to a lack
of synchronization with other processes. Generally, speaking of time
improvement, time still has sub-characteristics as average time or
maximum time but also as due date (in- time) or frequency.

Quality

Quality refers to the inherent or distinctive characteristics or properties of a
person, object, process, or other thing. In this context, ISO 9000 defines
quality as the “degree to which a set of inherent characteristic fulfils
requirements”7 The inherent characteristics define the quality of a product,
process, or system related to requirements. Therefore, quality can only be
measured in relation to a requirement and is not an absolute figure.
Different concepts to improve business with the focus on quality that have

Figure in allusion to The devil’s quadrangle (Brand & Kolk, 1995) Reijers (2005)
As defined on http://www.qualitytimes.co.in/definitions.htm, accessed on 23-Nov-05
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evolved in the recent past are ISO 9000, Kaizen, Six Sigma, and TQM.
Crosby (1995) defines quality in his concepts of the ”Four Absolutes of
Quality” and the “Cost of Poor Quality” as conformity to certain
specifications. Juran (2004) describes quality as “Fitness for use,” where
fitness is defined by the customer. Weinberg (1993, p. 7) defines fitness
more holistically as “value to some person."
There are several different ways of looking at quality. Quality can be seen
as the perceived quality of the customer, which is defined as external
quality, or the perceived quality of the employee who is executing the task.
This is called the internal quality and refers to the condition of working
within the Business Process. Moreover, quality can be differentiated in
product quality and process quality. Other dimensions of quality are
features, reliability, conformance, durability, serviceability, and even
aesthetics. Quality is interdependent with other dimensions; e.g., it is often
expressed in time.
Cost

One of the primary ways of measuring business improvement is to look at
the financial figures of the business. Besides cost, there are also other
financial numbers like turnover or profit, and measurements like utilization
of capacity are possible. Cost is chosen as it is mostly independent from
external factors (e.g., tax or depreciation). Costs can be direct or indirect,
fixed or variable, and short- or long-term. Additionally, cost can also be
expressed according to its intention. Further, cost of quality can be
subdivided into failure, appraisal, and prevention costs (Juran, 2004).

Flexibility

The Merriam-Webster Dictionary8 lists three dissimilar, but general
definitions of flexibility:
•
•
•

capable of being flexed: Pliant – passive flexibility
yielding to influence: Tractable
characterized by a ready capability to adapt to new, different, or
changing requirements – active flexibility

Several researchers have developed alternative taxonomies for flexibility in
manufacturing (Mandelbaum, 1978) (Buzacott, 1982) (Browne, Dubois,
Rathmill, Sethi, & Stecke, 1984) (Swamidass, 1988) that are close to the
origin of Process Management.
Knoll and Jarvenpaa (1994) describe flexibility as an essential property for
the maintenance of fit between Business Processes and their supporting
systems in changing environments.
Flexibility in this paper is the ability to react to changes. It can be
differentiated between the runtime and the build-time flexibility. While the
first one is focused on handling changing workloads, the second one is the
ability to respond to a shift in demand.

8

Source: Merriam-Webster Online, http://m-w.com/dictionary/flexibility (17 December 2005)
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According to van der Aalst and van der Hee (2002, pp. 88), two peculiarities of each performance
indicator can be identified. In brief, one can distinguish between internal and external factors. The
first one describes the effort that is required to achieve the performance, while the second factor
focuses on the environment within the Business Process.
Dimensions Elucidation
Patterns for the improvement of Business Processes have different starting points. These are
identified, analyzed, and grouped in accordance with existing literature. The
Framework
(Zachman, 1987) (Sowa & Zachman, 1992) and the ARIS house (Scheer, 1998) (Scheer, 2003)
are used as a formal basis to categorize the point of improvement. The two first basic
dimensions, Process and Organization, are taken from both frameworks. Zachman writes about
functions which address the same issues as the Function View in the ARIS House and are used
in the same way in this paper. Zachman’s Network and People sections are grouped in the
Organization view in the ARIS house and, consequently, used as a single dimension for this
framework as well. The data view in the ARIS house is adapted to the Data dimension. The
output view in ARIS is represented by the Objects dimension. Due to the close relation of the
Pattern dimensions, the ARIS Toolset is used later to depict the actual Business Process
Improvement Patterns. In the following, the four dimensions are elucidated:
Dimension

Definition

Process

Basic question:

How are things done?

Items: Functions and events
Focus: Generally speaking, the way work is done is in focus here.
Organization

Basic question:

Who is doing things?

Items: Units, positions, groups, and locations
Focus: The question of how and where resources should execute or control a
process step is addressed here.
Data

Basic question:

What is the role of information?

Items: IT Systems or other data carrier, e.g., paperwork
Focus: Information as the fourth factor of production (Brynjolfsson & Hitt,
1995) is in the focus of this dimension – primary Information Technology
Object

Basic question:

What is the role of input/output?

Items: Input and output
Focus: The idea in this dimension is to consider the impact of input and output
on the entire process.
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Each Business Process Improvement Pattern is presented with a problem description, an image,
its context, a general solution, and examples or known uses (plus performance indicators), as
well as variants and related patterns.
An Example for a Business Process Improvement Pattern
Business Process
(two instances)

1

NEW

1

Improvement

Pattern

3

Description
•

A single process step can be added or
eliminated in a Business Process.

•

An involvement of a resource instance
can be added or cut Business Process.

•

An IT system can be added or
eliminated in a Business Process.

•

An instance of an object can be added
or eliminated in the input as well as in
the output.

3

U1
1

2

3

1

2

3

NEW
U1

S1

1

3
2

NEW

S1

1

2

3

1

2

3

S2

I1
I2
NEW

O1
1

2

3

NEW

I1
I2

O2

1

2

3

I3

O1
1

2

3

O2
O3

The most basic pattern is the Addition/Elimination pattern, which can be found in all four
dimensions mentioned above in Dimensions Elucidation. “NEW” means that an instance is new in
its position or use. If an icon is dashed, it is eliminated from this process. Although the patterns
were modeled with the ARIS toolset, the patterns are independent of the software.
These are the simple ideas behind this general pattern. Eighteen more general patterns are
found, whereas not all have occurrences in each dimension. In total, above 50 clear-cut Business
Process Improvement Pattern, with an average of two instances each, are identified. Each of
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these patterns has its own performance indicators that show the anticipated effect on its
implementation. Business Process Improvement Patterns are symbolically displayed in
Figure 6. below.
The reason why patterns are a better basis for starting Business Process Improvement is simple.
Patterns are based on proven examples and allow more likely anticipations of outcomes:
Patterns are proven to be successful, adaptable, coherent, congruent, effective, efficient, flexible,
resilient, and scaleable

Figure 6.

Display of Patterns in ARIS EPC (symbolic)

Conclusion
Mature solutions for modeling, execution, and management of Business Processes are
developed. Nonetheless, the most value-adding activity in a Business Process Lifecycle
(Rosemann, 2001), the actual improvement of the Business Process, relics poorly supported
(Gartner, 2005). Literature review shows that little or no theoretical guidance is provided to
modelers and analysts on how to perform this crucial part. Lately, case- based reasoning
technique has been used to apply knowledge from previous successful solutions (Marir &
Watson, 1994) to similar problems in Business Process Improvement initiatives in some research
papers (Mansar, Marir, & Reijers, 2003). Reijers (2003) was among the first who addressed this
issue on an operational basis. This paper presents an approach to generalize, represent, and
organize Business Process Improvement constructs, known as Business Process Improvement
Patterns. Each of them exemplifies a single and unique Business Process modification step that
can be applied to improve Business Processes independent from the context.
This paper offers a priori support for Business Process analysts, consultants, and academics by
presenting a toolbox they can use to help organize the Delphic no man's land between the As-is
and the To-be stages of process improvement. (See Figure 1.) Further, backing is given in
evaluating and comparing improvement projects ex post facto by the suggested classifications. It
has yet to be determined whether these patterns contribute to more holistic and creative Business
Process Improvement projects. The long term goal of this effooort is to develop a handbook for
Business Process analysts or even a pattern-based CASE tool (e.g., an ARIS add-on that
suggests improvement possibilities for certain process layouts). Though we are far from that,
patterns have proved useful in theory in the analyses of student projects and in a case study with
11

a major Australian corporation. Not only do patterns teach useful techniques, they help people
learn systematically from successful practice, communicate better, and allow them to justify what
they do and explain why they do it.
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